COE Scott Students - UNL Canvas Information

Starting in Fall 2020, College of Engineering courses taught on the Scott Campus will be hosted on the UNL Canvas platform. Scott Campus students will have non-engineering classes in UNO Canvas and engineering classes in UNL Canvas. Access to UNL Canvas will look slightly different depending on the admission status of the student. Students should check their @unomaha.edu email accounts for class announcements from engineering courses in UNL Canvas.

Undergraduate students admitted into College of Engineering:

- Access engineering courses through [https://canvas.unl.edu](https://canvas.unl.edu).
- Use the True You credentials to sign in (these are the same as the MavLink user name and password)
- The engineering courses for which the student is enrolled will be available on the Dashboard. An example of how this looks is below:

Undergraduate students not yet admitted into College of Engineering, but taking engineering classes:

- Sign on to the UNL Canvas at [My.UNL.edu](https://My.UNL.edu) and choose the Canvas tile:
• Then click on the “N” for UNL:

• Log on to the UNL Canvas using True You credentials (same as MavLink user name and password). This provides a dashboard with the engineering courses being taken regardless of whether on the Main or East Campus in Lincoln or Scott Campus in Omaha.